Colorado Width, Height, and Overhang Limits

Maximum width limit is **102” or 8'6”**.

Exceptions:
- Loosely bound round bales of hay may not exceed **12’**
- Rectangular bales of hay may not exceed **10'6”**

C.R.S. 42-4-502

Maximum height limit is **13’ except** on those routes designated by the Colorado Department of Transportation which have a maximum height limit **14'6”**.

C.R.S. 42-4-504

Any load projecting **4’ or more beyond the rear** of the vehicle must display, at the rear of the load, a red flag during daylight hours and a red light(s) between sunset and sunrise.

C.R.S. 42-4-209

No load may project more than **4’ beyond the front** of the vehicle, or more than **10’ beyond the rear** of the vehicle without a valid extra legal permit from the Colorado Department of Transportation.

**Automobiles** may not project more than **6’ beyond the rear**. C.R.S. 42-4-504